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In this webinar you will learn:

How to link competency models to existing learning opportunities

How to use competency models to identify learning opportunities 

you need to develop

How to keep your mapping current

Webcast Objectives
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Competency Models

All about competency models / standard models:

http://skilldirector.com/competency-models

The value of competency models:

https://www.td.org/Publications/Blogs/Career-

Development-Blog/2015/10/What-Is-the-Value-

of-a-Competency-Model

How to use competency models:

https://www.td.org/Publications/Blogs/Career-

Development-Blog/2015/12/How-Can-My-

Company-Use-Competency-Models

WEBINAR:  How to create a competency 

model:

https://www.td.org/Digital-

Resources/Webcasts/TD/2015/11/Develo

p-An-Actionable-Competency-Model-in-

Weeks

http://skilldirector.com/competency-models
https://www.td.org/Publications/Blogs/Career-Development-Blog/2015/10/What-Is-the-Value-of-a-Competency-Model
https://www.td.org/Publications/Blogs/Career-Development-Blog/2015/12/How-Can-My-Company-Use-Competency-Models
https://www.td.org/Digital-Resources/Webcasts/TD/2015/11/Develop-An-Actionable-Competency-Model-in-Weeks
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Competency Models

LinkedIn Group where I can answer your questions

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8467576

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8467576
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Competency Models

CEO

COO

R&D Manufacturing Distribution Sales Marketing Service
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Competency Models

The competency model for each role 

defines the skills required to 

accomplish the strategy

How can you develop what your 

audience needs if you don’t know 

what skills they should have? 
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Competency Models

Dan Pink:  Drive

https://youtu.be/u6XAPnuFjJc?t=407

https://youtu.be/u6XAPnuFjJc?t=407
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A competency model describes 

what it looks like to be great in 

your role
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A competency model describes what 

each person in their role needs to be able 

to do, specifically, in order to perform 

their part of corporate strategy

…in order to execute 

the annual operating plan

…so you can be proactive 

instead of reactive
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Competency Models

What is a competency?

https://www.td.org/Publications/Blogs/Career-Development-

Blog/2015/11/What-Is-a-Competency

https://www.td.org/Publications/Blogs/Career-Development-Blog/2015/11/What-Is-a-Competency
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Steps we’ll cover

What it means to map competencies to learning

The steps to map competencies to learning

Filling gaps

1

2

3

Keeping your mapping current4
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What it means to map competencies to learning 

~70% Experience

(on the job, skill practices, 

job aids, templates)

~10% Formal Learning

(classroom, eLearning, webinars)

~20% Exposure

(social learning, coaching, 

mentoring and feedback)

Framework developed by the Center for Creative Leadership (CCL)
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What it means to map competencies to learning 

Competency

Task Task Task
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What it means to map competencies to learning 
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What it means to map competencies to learning 
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What it means to map competencies to learning 

Behavioral Example Learning Opportunity / 

Learning Objective

 Use a customer-focused approach to presentations Customer Focus course

 Research the role and background of stakeholders before the 
presentation
o Ask probing, open-ended questions about their needs
o Ask “why?”
o Talk to peers about stakeholder motivations, needs and 

requirements
 Ensure every presentation has a purpose and delivers value to the 

recipient(s)
 Plan presentations to weave supporting data throughout to 

support recommendations and timing considerations
 Can prepare a concise, motivating and persuasive presentation 

o Use clear and concise communication (e.g., bullet points, 
summaries, etc.)

o Emotional/inspiring visuals that support my message

Creating Effective 

Presentations course

For more on this, see “Driving Targeted and Robust Development”. TD Magazine.  December 2015.  Harris and Terry.  

https://www.td.org/Publications/Magazines/TD/TD-Archive/2015/12/Driving-Targeted-and-Robust-Development
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What it means to map competencies to learning 

Image of a sample skill practice, found in the materials you can download.  
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What it means to map competencies to learning 

Behavioral Example Learning Opportunity / 

Learning Objective

 Use a customer-focused approach to presentations Customer Focus course

 Research the role and background of stakeholders before the 
presentation
o Ask probing, open-ended questions about their needs
o Ask “why?”
o Talk to peers about stakeholder motivations, needs and 

requirements

Skill practice:  Identify the 

needs and motivation of 

presentation participants 

 Ensure every presentation has a purpose and delivers value to the 
recipient(s)

Skill practice:  Identify the 

needs and motivation of 

presentation participants 

 Plan presentations to weave supporting data throughout to 
support recommendations and timing considerations

 Can prepare a concise, motivating and persuasive presentation 
o Use clear and concise communication (e.g., bullet points, 

summaries, etc.)
o Emotional/inspiring visuals that support my message

Creating Effective 

Presentations course
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What it means to map competencies to learning 

Essential if you want to ensure what you create or deploy…

• Is relevant

• Supports corporate strategy

• Creates the best opportunity for learning transfer to occur

It accelerates learning transfer because the individual performing 

the learning opportunity knows it’s relevant and they buy into it.
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What happens if you DON’T apply competency-based learning 

Develop or Buy learning opportunities that don’t support 

skills people need to have – WASTE!

Don’t have learning opportunities that enable people to 

close skill gaps

Make it likely that someone who has a skill gap will consume 

content that won’t help them, so they will become 

disengaged with L&D and try to close skill gaps on their own

Risk people will get frustrated with the inability to 

do their jobs, and will leave
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The steps to map competencies to learning

Identify your learning opportunities and assets

Prepare your mapping template

Map your activities

1

2

3
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Identify your learning opportunities and assets

Familiarize

Search
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Learning curation articles can be found in January’s TD Magazine:

https://www.td.org/Publications/Magazines/TD/TD-

Archive/2016/01/Cultivating-Valuable-Learning-Environments

https://www.td.org/Publications/Magazines/TD/TD-

Archive/2016/01/Diamond-in-the-Rough

A good Learning Curator selects only the best items to share with others. 

A good Learning Curator has specific criteria for selection based on skill, role, 

and proficiency required.

Identify your learning opportunities and assets

https://www.td.org/Publications/Magazines/TD/TD-Archive/2016/01/Cultivating-Valuable-Learning-Environments
https://www.td.org/Publications/Magazines/TD/TD-Archive/2016/01/Diamond-in-the-Rough
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Learning objectives are key to 

the mapping process

Categorize for easy mapping

Identify your learning opportunities and assets

Resource:  Curriculum Analysis Template.xlsx

Put identified items in the template
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Competency-Based Learning Timeframe

Monday
Begin 
Curriculum 
Analysis

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
Could take 
through end 
of day

Wk 1

Unless you have no content
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Place a copy of your competency model into the mapping template 

Prepare your mapping template

Resource:  Task To Training Mapping Template.xlsx
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Competency-Based Learning Timeframe

Monday
Begin 
Curriculum 
Analysis

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
Could take 
through end 
of day

Wk 1

Assuming Curriculum Analysis takes 5 days

Monday
Prepare 
mapping 
template

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Wk 2

Friday
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Map tasks for one competency, one at a time 

Map your activities

1) Filter both templates 

by competency/category

2) Using first task and 

examples, look for 

activity whose learning 

objectives match task 

examples for target 

proficiency

3) Match found? Add 

match to mapping 

template

4) Move to next task in 

competency

Resource/Tips & Tricks:  Competency-Based Learning - Steps To Implement.docx
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Filling gaps

Propose learning opportunity for any gap with type and learning objective

Resource/Tips & Tricks:  Competency-Based Learning - Steps To Implement.docx
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Competency-Based Learning Timeframe

Monday
Begin 
Curriculum 
Analysis

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
Could take 
through end 
of day

Wk 1

Assuming Curriculum Analysis takes 5 days & mapping takes 3 days

Monday
Prepare 
mapping 
template

Mapping / 
fill gaps

Tuesday
Mapping / 
fill gaps

Wednesday
Mapping / 
fill gaps

Thursday
Finish 
mapping / 
fill gaps if 
needed

Wk 2

Friday
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Competency-Based Learning Deliverables

The competency model for each role 

defines the skills required to accomplish 

their part of corporate strategy

You know what learning 

opportunities (built or proposed) 

someone with a skill gap can 

leverage to close that gap
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Competency Assessment Tool
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Personalized Learning Plan
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Keeping your mapping current

The skills and behaviors in your model will 

change
• Usually updated annually or due to major changes

• Mapping can be reviewed via pre-work with 4-6 high performers 

and recommended updates consolidated during 1-2 hour 

meeting

Learning opportunities are updated
• Changes to learning opportunities should now be 

driven by the competencies themselves, so the 

mapping should be updated before the learning 

opportunities

• If you don’t own an opportunity being modified, 

verify learning objectives still link

• If curating learning, curation and mapping occur 

simultaneously

Competency 

Management 

Tool 
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Summary

You can’t accelerate learning transfer unless you have relevance and 

employee buy-in
Starts with competency model

Ends with competency-based learning

If you have learning opportunities that are not tied to your 

competency model, they are wasting your time and valuable 

resources

The most important thing you can do is to ensure that your 

audience has the skills they need to execute their part of corporate 

strategy – “competency-based learning”

You learned how to link competency models to existing learning 

opportunities, how to identify curriculum gaps, and how to keep 

your mapping current
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Contact Information

Cheryl Lasse, Managing Partner

407.876.9850

classe@skilldirector.com

http://skilldirector.com

@SkillDirector

Link to download notes & templates: http://ow.ly/Xq4YL

Link to Competency Models For Professional Development LinkedIn 

Group for questions:  https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8467576

mailto:classe@skilldirector.com
http://skilldirector.com/
http://ow.ly/Xq4YL
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8467576

